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Abstract
We propose a robust system for automatic Robot Navigation in uncontrolled en-
vironments. The system is composed by three main modules: the Artificial Vision
module, the Reinforcement Learning module, and the behavior control module. The
aim of the system is to allow a robot to automatically find a path that arrives to
a prefixed goal. Turn and straight movements in uncontrolled environments are
automatically estimated and controlled using the proposed modules.
The Artificial Vision module is responsible of obtaining a quantified representa-
tion of the robot vision. This is done by the automatic detection and description of
image interest points using state-of-the-art strategies. Once an image is described
with a set of local feature vectors, the view is codified as a vector of visual words
frequencies computed from a previous scene representation, which robustly discrim-
inate among the different possible views of the robot in the environment. Local
features changes in time are also used to estimate robot movement and consequently
control robot behavior be means of the analysis of the computed vanishing points.
The Reinforcement Learning (RL) module receives a vector quantified by the
Artificial Vision module plus robot sensor estimations. RL strategy computes the
required state and reward. The state corresponds to the normalized received quan-
tified vector together with the robot proximity sensor quantifications. The reward
value is computed using the distance between the robot and the goal. Given the
high dimensionality of the problem we deal with, conventional RF strategies make
the search problem unfeasible. Because of this reason, we propose the use of an al-
gorithm from the articulation control field, named Natural Actor-Critic, which can
deal with high dimensionality problems.
We tested the proposed methodology in uncontrolled environments using the
Sony Aibo robot. The results shown that the robot looked for the goal, producing
behavior changes based on experience, but without finding the optimal route.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Path finding for mobile robots is a complex task composed by required and chal-
lenging subgoals. In order to follow the best route between two points in the envi-
ronment, it is usually needed a map to optimize the route and follow it. It would
be more useful a solution for which it was not necessary to know the world’s map.
Even more, it would be better, if the robot was able to found the better solution by
itself. Finally, it would be great if robot really follow the route.
This thesis presents two important challenges, path finding and navigation. Path
finding is considered as the high level robot guidance from place to place, whereas
term navigation is used through the document as the set of subprocesses needed to
fulfill path finding decisions. Perhaps the navigation part is not understood directly
as a challenging problem from a computer simulation point of view, but when it is
demanded to a system from any area (elevator, air conditioning, etc.) to reach a goal
without feedback control, the system always acts with unexpected behaviors. Mobile
robotics suffer of the same problems: go forward instruction is never implemented
in the same form for the physical system, robot will draw a curve; and turn left 32o
never turns exactly such number of degree, due to the irregularities or friction of
the ground, wear of the joints, imperfections on motors construction.
Therefore, implement a navigation system solving this problem would be very
useful for mobile robotics. It would be even more useful whether the system is
exportable to different kind of robots with sensor simplicity. For instance, with a
camera as the unique requirement. In this case, a legged robot as Aibo [20] or Pleo
[21], among others, is useful for us. Complexity of this kind legged locomotion fits
as an intermediate step to apply such kind of algorithms on more complex bipedal
robots, like Nao [22].
The part where robot finds a good solution by itself without knowing the world in
advance is also challenging. For this issue, Reinforcement Learning will be applied.
The route the robot will try to learn will take continuous positions through the
world. However, algorithms used to learn routes or to find the exit of mazes are
traditionals based on the division of the world into a grid, discretizing the world,
like Sarsa [17] or algorithms based on temporal difference (TD) [16]. Therefore, a
Reinforcement Learning algorithm which was able to use continuous data directly
[13] would be completely appropriate for our case.
In fact, some studies exist where this kind of novel algorithms are used on robot
control [15]. On simulation, these algorithms work perfectly to learn joint move-
ments and sequences, and it would be better to try to carry on these methods on
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real environment. From simulation to real world there exists a long way to deal
with robots: setting up a working environment, working wireless communications or
dealing with experimental of problem that may arise. Route planning on simulation
is completely solved, but real world achievements are not trivial. We can define real
world with any adjective but “ideal” is not one of them.
Returning to previous reasoning, it would be extremely useful for path finding on
unknown environments, if robot does not need a map and it only needs information
taken from its sensors to reach a goal. It would be extremely useful for path finding
on unknown environments. Comparing an unknown maze to an unknown house,
finding the path from any place to an exit of the maze would be quiet the same
than find the route from any room to the kitchen, for example. In this case, study
this subjects can help in Social Robotics, in themes related to Dependency and
Autonomous Living.
Figure 1.1: Workspace and equipment
1.2 Problem definition and goals
According to the theme motivation, the problem can be structured in three layers.
First of all, in the high level, the path finding layer finds the final objective in terms
of conceptual definition of the problem: the robot finds the exit of an unknown maze
in the real world. To achieve this goal, the robot has to be able to learn a route
and follow it avoiding collisions. Therefore, it is needed to perform reliable actions
and a reliable state representation. These constraints pack the second layer, the
navigation layer. Finally, the third layer, named framework layer, is the lowest level
layer. To fulfill second layer goals in a remote way, it is needed a complete working
environment, a stable robot framework and a reliable communications system.
It is important to emphasize how important the third layer is, because the start-
ing point for this work is “nothing done in real world”: we only have a Sony Aibo,
a computer and a camera to use it as zenith camera. Therefore, it is needed to
implement a framework before starting to develop algorithms.
In a more concrete way, the goals for this work are described below:
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1. To design a complete working environment in order that both, Reinforcement
Learning and Navigation algorithms can be processed on a computer and send
to the Sony Aibo in a remote way. This goal includes a physical robot frame-
work, computer and communication platforms, and exchange protocols.
2. To implement a Vision Based Navigation using camera and, if necessary, the
minimum number of sensors. In fact, it has two subgoals:
(a) To implement an anti-collision reactive layer.
(b) To implement reliable actions using camera and a reduced number of
sensors: controlled forward and controlled turn.
3. To implement a reliable state representation using camera and, if necessary,
the minimum number of sensors.
4. To track the robot and goal using a zenith camera to compute the reward
needed in Reinforcement Learning.
5. To implement Reinforcement Learning algorithms.
6. To achieve Aibo find the exit of a T-maze in the real world.
1.3 State of the art
Route planning for mobile robots is usually solved applying optimization route meth-
ods in a given map [11]. Without knowing the map, as in our case, the problem
becomes more challenging. If it is looking for a route optimization, to have the
map is mandatory; therefore Simultaneous Localization And Mapping [3] (SLAM)
is needed.
Two main methods have been proposed for robot mapping [4]: metric and topo-
logical. Metric maps are metric descriptions of robot environment; and Topological
maps represent spacial relation between environment’s regions. Both methods have
their advantages and disadvantages: metric maps can provide a more accurate and
discriminative representation of the environment, but their complexity can lead to
ineffective planning. However, topological maps generate a more compact represen-
tation of space, but they are not able to disambiguate between quasi-similar views.
In our case, we dispose of a Sony Aibo with perception capabilities. We only have
a camera and two infrared sensors to observe the environment. Therefore, we are
interested in techniques based on visual perception: visual SLAM, which is enough
flexible to allow both mentioned methods. Successful visual SLAM results based
on metric mapping in small environments [1][2] and topological mapping [5] have
been demonstrated. However, metric visual SLAM needs a high camera stability to
build a map, and topological visual SLAM requires a reliable odometry to represent
spatial relations between regions.
Despite of encouraging works found about visual SLAM, we can not trust our
robot camera stabilization, neither in our robot odometry. Therefore we have to
discard the map building and, consequently, we either have to discard route opti-
mization. We need an alternative to learn the route: Reinforcement Learning.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) traditional algorithms are based on a discretization
of the world [16]. Related to our case, RL solutions for path finding problem or to
find the exit of a maze consist on grid the map [17] and learn the route given the
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robot position. However, without a map or an external observer, it is not possible
to know the robot position on the world, i.e. other state representation is needed.
Robot can give us information closely related with its current position and orien-
tation: robot view. Therefore, “state” could be the keypoints constellation of robot
camera images. Nevertheless, it implies a high state space dimensionality, overnight
to grid the state space supposing all states will be visited.
We have to look for a continuous RL algorithm which supports high state di-
mensionality. In [15] it is used the RL algorithm described in [12] to learn joint
movements of a Sony Aibo on simulations. However, for our problem would be bet-
ter to use the algorithm version described in [13]. This is because of the problem
defined in [15]: robot learns roll outs, i.e. robot applies a complete action sequence
and it receives the reward at the end; but on our problem, we do not have the robot
position in the map, and it has to find the goal. Thus, it would be useful to have a
reward before each action.
As a result, it seems possible to learn a route without any map, using keypoints
constellation as a state definition. This constellation is a set of keypoints extracted
from an image, and described using one of the current most used methods to describe
keypoints: Scale Invariant Feature Transform [6] (SIFT) or Speeded Up Robust
Features [7] (SURF).
1.4 Thesis overview
This thesis contains six chapters, are organized as follows:
Chapter 2. The step between goals and implementation. It is the result of the
investigation, which leads to start the work. System design is explained in a con-
ceptual point of view.
Chapter 3. The proposed system and the algorithms are described in detail in
this chapter. All parts are described entirely in a self-contained way.
Chapter 4. Theoretical resolutions and experiments made in the work are in-
cluded and described in detail in this part.
Chapter 5. Experiments described in previous chapter are studied and evaluated,
giving as a result important decisions taken along the work.
Chapter 6. This chapter discuss the concordance between goals and results, as
well as the conclusions taken from this dissertation.
Chapter 2
Methodology
This chapter is divided in five sections, each one packs a set of design decisions and
reasonings related with the same subject: Robot Framework, Vision Based naviga-
tion, State definition, Reward and Reinforcement Learning. The first two sections
and the last one were introduced previously, but State definition and Reward are
not defined yet. Both are necessary components for Reinforcement Learning part
and will be introduced in this section.
2.1 Robot Framework
At the beginning of the work we just have the Aibo, a computer and a bag of restric-
tions: First of all, a Vision Based navigation and anti-collision layer using sensors is
required, therefore we need access to the robot’s camera and sensors; besides, as we
are planning to process images in real time, given Sony Aibo specifications1 2, we
need to process a part or all of data in an external computer and then some kind of
remote control using a fast programming language; finally, a public framework with
implemented gaits for Aibo is needed because we want to avoid troubles related with
legged walking.
We should look for a robot framework which solves the requirements mentioned
above. Two candidates were found: Urbi3 and Tekkotsu4. Both are open-source
frameworks, supporting software development for a variety of complex systems and
robotic platforms, like Sony Aibo; but there are several differences between them,
some of them are shown in Table 2.1.
There are two important Tekkotsu limitations that have not been enough ex-
plained in Table 2.1:
• The three last rows of the table show a discontent with Tekkotsu. The three
bad punctuations are due to the same problem: There are not documentation
about remote control programmed in C/C++ in computer side. Moreover,
it is complicated to implement this part because Tekkotsu is designed to be
programmed with Java in computer side.
1http://www.gostai.com/doc/en/aibo/aibo.ers7.html
2http://support.sony-europe.com/aibo/downloads/en/AIBO%20BROCHURE_ENG.pdf
3http://www.urbiforge.com/
4http://www.tekkotsu.org/
5http://www.gostai.com/doc/en/urbi-tutorial-1.5/urbi-tutorial.liburbi.html
6http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~dst/Tekkotsu/Tutorial/walking.shtml
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Urbi Tekkotsu
PC programing language C/C++ (liburbi5) Java
Aibo programing language Urbi C/C++
Aibo program loading Wifi Memory stick
GUI for robot interaction No (console) Yes
Multi-platform PC side Yes No (only Linux)
Implemented walking with angle No Yes6
Documentation found (0-5) 5 3
Easy getting started (0-5) 5 2
Flexibility for developers (0-5) 5 2
Table 2.1: Comparative between Urbi and Tekkotsu frameworks
• Aibo programming with Tekkotsu is more combersome than with Urbi be-
cause Tekkotsu separates completely Aibo programming (named Behaviors)
and computer programming. Each time a Behavior is modified, it is necessary
to stop the Aibo, to extract the memory stick from it, to load the program in,
and to put back the memory stick in the Aibo. On the other side, Urbi embeds
Aibo code inside computer code. Therefore, Aibo programming is done via
Wifi.
Urbi seems better than Tekkotsu for most restrictions, but we do not found
the needed implemented walking for Urbi, and we fond it for Tekkotsu. If we are
designing a walking control, we need some kind of walking abstraction method to
command a velocity and an angle to correct it. It is a mandatory restriction because
we do not want to spent time working in our own gait.
Therefore, walking implementation forces the selection at Tekkotsu and it will
be necessary to solve an important problem: Tekkosu uses Java in computer side
and we need a fast programming language to deal with image processing. We will
need to implement our own “computer side” environment in C/C++.
2.2 Vision Based navigation
In order to present a solution for Goal 2 (section 1.2): To implement a Vision
Based Navigation using camera and, if necessary, the minimum number of sensors.
Composed by two subgoals:
1. To implement a anti-collision reactive layer.
2. To implement reliable actions using camera and a reduced number of sensors:
controlled forward and controlled turn.
We will address the problem without forgetting that it is involved in a Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) system. As we will widely explain in later sections, it is needed
that actions ordered by RL module will always carry out in the same way. We
have to avoid unexpected behaviors implementing reliable actions: controlled for-
ward and controlled turn, described in detail in subsection 2.2.1 and subsection 2.2.2,
respectively.
Both controls have their reasoning particularities, but the first steps of image
processing are shared by both modules and State definition (section 2.3). We want
to implement an efficient system, therefore we will apply expensive processing only
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once and, as is shown in Figure 2.1, we will use techniques useful in all modules
related with Aibo camera image processing.
It is important to point out that we are not interested in the use
of artificial landmarks. We are developing an easy exportable control
navigation, with the minimum possible of capabilities to use it on other
robotic platforms or in other environments. Thus, we will design Visual
Based navigation and State definition avoiding artificial landmarks.
Figure 2.1: Process diagram of image processing common steps
In Visual Based navigation there are two common steps: Locale features extrac-
tion and Find correspondences. First one is to extract local features from every
image received from Aibo camera, and second one is to find correspondences be-
tween features from consecutive images. The result of this second step is a set of
motion vectors describing relation between consecutive images, i.e. robot motion
information from Aibo’s head point of view, in a short sampling time.
In fact, Locale features extraction have two phases: detect keypoints and describe
it using SIFT [6] or SURF [7].
The other sub-objective, reactive anti-collision layer, will be implemented in-
side the robot, depending on infrared (IR) sensors values. Avoiding obstacles is a
mandatory restriction and it is not necessary to supervise this order on the com-
puter. Moreover, hopefully it only will be needed during the first steps of learning,
because RL algorithm should optimize the route, avoiding collisions.
2.2.1 Forward
In early design stages we thought in the idea that humans only go forward when
we have references. We can go forward when we are walking in the direction to
something, some known object; and we either can go forward when we are not
walking in the direction to something but we have known objects as references, then
we walk forward because we preserve the relation between these known references,
for example walking through a corridor.
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First of all, straightforward ways to approximate these intuitive human modes
to go forward are: Identify an object in the center of the image and walk toward it,
identifying objects wherever they are and walk maintaining relationships between
them. First option is really complicated in unknown environments without using
artificial landmarks, because we are supposing that we have a level of description of
our world so high to ensure that, every time, we can define all the scene with enough
detail to find an object just in the middle of the image. In the second one, we save the
extremely high level of description, because we only need to describe some objects
in the scene, but we need to preserve relations between them. Therefore, we either
need good object recognition methods and, in addition, a high level of knowledge
about relations and distances between objects. Both options are challenging but too
hard to deal with in this work.
There are another approach for the first intuitive human mode to go forward: To
describe the central part of the image like using [9] and maintain central one of these
pixels in the middle of the image while walking. It seems a good option, but it is
too expensive in terms of computational costs. We are designing an easy exportable
system, useful on wheeled and legged robots; and legged robots cameras give very
different consecutive images, therefore, this approach only would work describing
a large window of the image, to ensure that we never lost these pixels; as is said,
describe a large window using SIFT [6] or SURF [7], for every image is too much
expensive.
In order to save computational time, we decided to describe only a set of key-
points in the image. To ensure we detect common keypoints in consecutive images
we will have to use a robust keypoint detection technique, finding corners or affine
invariant features (features invariant to viewpoint).
Finally we studied other idea: Finding keypoints correspondences between con-
secutive images and representing them in the oldest image, obtaining Motion Vec-
tors. Therefore, the solution could not be to use consecutive images to walk toward
something, but to use them to get motion information through calculate the Van-
ishing Point between consecutive images.
Vanishing point
Vanishing Point (VP) is the appearance of a point on the horizon at which parallel
lines converge, i.e. given a stereovision system like human vision, VP is a point in
a perspective where real-world parallel lines intersect between them.
We do not have a stereovision system, because Sony Aibo only has one camera.
However, while robot is in movement, we can use consecutive images to get a Move-
ment based stereovision. Conceptually, both systems follow the same formulation,
but distance between places where pictures are taken is needed. We do not have
this distance because odometry is not enough reliable on legged robots like Sony
Aibo, therefore we can not use our particular Movement based stereovision to get
real-world measurements, unlike is stated in [2]. I.e. We can not use Motion vec-
tors to get absolute measurements but they can give us relative motion information
about consecutive images.
Therefore, we could use keypoint correspondences between consecutive images
represented in the oldest image, Motion Vectors, as our particular real-world “par-
allel lines”. As a consequence, we could achieve VP looking for Motion vector
intersections, as shows Figure 2.2.
Intuitively, VP is the focus of the movement, is the point where robot is pointing
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Figure 2.2: From left to right: keypoint correspondences between consecutive im-
ages, motion vectors showed in the oldest image, and refined motion vectors with
the correspondent vanishing point
to, i.e. VP shows the direction of the movement of the robot.
Navigation control
To implement a control to go forward, as each other control, it is needed the error
signal. If we have to correct a trajectory, we will need to know the current error
between target route or setpoint and trajectory which is being carried out, as is
shown in Figure 2.3.
In previous sections we talked about “maintain in the center of the image”.
This is our error signal. In fact setpoint for the control to go forward is to place
the vanishing point (VP) at the center of the image. Therefore, error signal is the
difference between current VP and the center of the image, shown in Figure 2.4.
Of course mentioned error is in pixels ad we need an angle to control the walking.
In fact, they are closely related values and we will obtain error angle using trigonom-
etry, because we know the opening angle of the Aibo’s camera and its resolution.
As shows Figure 2.5, with these known values we can obtain error angle easily.
If we compare the concepts shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 we realize that
we are comparing different errors. In our problem it is impossible to know a reliable
accumulated error without an external observer. We only dispose of the instant
error, but if our system is enough fast and robot can correct its trajectory several
times per second, it may work.
We are proud of this navigation control design, and it seems “ideal” for wheeled
robots, or in general, robots which maintains constant the height of the camera.
Legged robots, like Sony Aibo, move a lot the camera during their displacements,
therefore system will need some adaptation we will explain in later sections, i.e. the
use of joints values to correct the obtained image or average vanishing point values
along the gait.
2.2.2 Turn
In the previous control (subsection 2.2.1) we look for Motion vectors intersections to
find Vanishing Point, to detect the direction of the movement of the robot. However,
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Figure 2.3: Difference between optimal and real trajectories
Figure 2.4: Error signal for control to go forward. Distance from the center of the
image to the vanishing point
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Figure 2.5: Camera diagram which shows relation between a point in real world and
its pixel position in image
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following the complete algorithm, in this case we would obtain quiet parallel Motion
vectors, therefore, we need to develop other algorithm.
We could design a more accurate system for turn control because we have neck
encoders. The main idea is, first of all, to turn the head in an specific angle; then,
start turning the body in the direction the head is pointing while robot “keeps an
eye” on something and it keeps its head still, like a chicken; finally, turn is completed
when head and body are aligned.
In fact, Sony Aibo does not “keep an eye” on anything, its point of view is not
fixed in any object or point. By contrast, it tries, during all the process, to continue
watching the same image, avoiding image modifications. E.g. If robot detects image
is displacing to right, it will move the head to right to compensate this distortion
and continue seeing the same image.
Following the first steps of the process explained in subsection 2.2.1, we could
use Motion Vectors, i.e. keypoint correspondences between consecutive images rep-
resented in the oldest image, to get relative motion information. When robot is
turning Motion vectors will not converge in a Vanishing Point, they are parallel
lines in the image indicating the turn sense and its direction and magnitude: steer-
ing angle. This angle describes the distortion suffered by the image.
Steering angle
Reasoning followed to solve the controlled turn is a straightforward reasoning from
control to go forward approach. Given a set of parallel Motion vectors calculated
from consecutive images, taken with the same camera position but with different
orientation; it seems obvious this orientation difference is closely related with mag-
nitude and direction of motion vectors.
This is real world and keypoints correspondences from different objects will gen-
erate different vector magnitudes and directions. Therefore, as is shown in Fig-
ure 2.6, we will calculate steering angle from the mean of Motion vectors.
Figure 2.6: From left to right: keypoint correspondences between consecutive im-
ages, motion vectors showed in the oldest image, and refined motion vector with the
correspondent mean motion vector
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Navigation control
Turn control is similar to control to go forward (subsection 2.2.1), or rather, both
methods use similar techniques to calculate error signal. In this case we will use
mean of Motion vectors as error signal in pixels, and we will convert it easily to
steering angle, in degrees, as shows Figure 2.5.
As shows Figure 2.7 turn control has three parts:
1. To turn the head in an specific angle
2. Start turning the body in the direction the head is pointing, while robot keeps
its head still.
3. Turn is completed when head and body are aligned
Figure 2.7: Turn control steps. From left to right: Initial stage, control first step,
control second step, and final stage or control third step
At this point, there are two different control movements: body movements and
head movements. On the one hand, body control will be based on rotation velocity,
dependent on angle difference between body and head. On the other hand, head
control will act directly on position because neck has encoders and we can access to
pan angle. Therefore, step 1 of control will be an absolute head pointing order. In
the same way, head control needed in step 2 will be a relative head pointing order,
where setponint is steering angle.
It is important to take in account we are trying to align parts with different
rotation center. Head rotation center is on the neck, on the joint with the body.
And body rotation center depends on the walking, but is supposed to be in the
Center of Mass of the robot. However, we hope that control consider this difference
as perturbations, and it corrects the orientation at any rate.
2.3 State definition
In this section we present a solution for Goal 3 (section 1.2): To implement a
reliable state representation using camera and, if necessary, the minimum number
of sensors.
It is important to remember out that we are not interested in the use of artificial
landmarks. We are developing a State definition module, with the minimum possible
of capabilities to use it on other robotic platforms or in other environments. We will
design Visual Based navigation and State definition avoiding artificial landmarks.
As is explained in section 2.2, the first step of image processing is shared by
Vision Based navigation and State definition. We want to implement an efficient
system, therefore we will apply expensive processing only once and, as is shown in
Figure 2.1, we will use techniques useful in all modules related with Aibo camera
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image processing. Common step between both modules is Locale features extraction:
To extract local features from every image received from Aibo camera.
The objective is to describe an state (robot position and orientation) with a
high level of confidence (certainty), i.e. similar states on the map should have
similar state representations and very different state representation is due to distant
or very different states.
Our approach to solve this objective is to use “Bag of Visual Words”[10] (BoVW)
to describe the scene. And our testing method to trust this state representation is to
implement a system which, given a query image, retrieves the most similar images
from a database and their similarity value. If we consider results of this test enough
satisfactory with a high database of maze images, we will use BoVW to describe
states. If necessary, we will add infrared measures, to use current external perception
of Sony Aibo to completely define the state.
BoVW is the computer vision version for “Bag of Words” (BoW), a method for
representing documents frequently used on Information Retrieval. BoW consists of
describing documents depending on the frequency of occurrence of words in doc-
uments, ignoring the words order. BoW is a dictionary-based model where each
document looks like a “bag” (thus the order is not considered), which contains some
words from the dictionary. Then, document is represented as an histogram, where
histogram or vector length is the size of the dictionary, and each field is the number
of occurrences of the correspondent word in the dictionary.
BoVW follows the same idea for image representation, where each image is
treated as a document, and features extracted from the image are considered the
words. However, in computer vision we does not have a dictionary and, first of all,
we have to create it.
To create the dictionary we will take a huge number of pictures of our maze and
we will make a clustering of their features, as is shown in Figure 2.8. It may seem
that, at this point, we are braking the restriction of unknown maze, because we are
learning locale features from our maze. But in fact, we are not only learning features
from a concrete maze, we are learning features from our own world, independently
of the maze composition. In other words, once dictionary is built taking pictures
from maze walls, we could change the walls distribution and algorithm should have
the same effectiveness.
Once dictionary is built, the process to describe images as vectors of “words” is
described in Figure 2.8. First of all, we have to extract features from each image;
then, we have to determine which cluster belongs each feature, getting a “bag of
visual words” for each image; finally, we have to compute frequency of occurrence
of each word to fill histograms.
Moreover, we could use other techniques from Information Retrieval to improve
the model. We will study the availability of the use of tf-idf weight (term fre-
quency–inverse document frequency), witch is a statistical measure used to evaluate
how important a word is to a document in a collection or library. The importance
increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document
but is offset by the frequency of the word in the collection. Particularly, tf weights
the importance of each word in its own document, and idf weights the importance
of each word in the full library. Conceptually, tf-idf makes sense in BoVW, but in
our problem we does not have any “library”, we only have current image. Therefore
we considered available to use tf but not to use idf, which only makes sense during
testing system phase, when we will retrieve images from database. During normal
execution, we thought about to reuse that images firstly employed to create thedic-
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Figure 2.8: Camera diagram which shows relation between a point in real world and
its pixel position in image
tionary for the library, but this would bias the system to our own maze. The use of
idf is discarded.
2.4 Vision Based Module
At this point, all parts of robot Vision Based Module are explained. It is designed
a module wich calculates a state representation xt, and navigation errors ext and ey
for turn control and forward control. Given the current image from robot camera
It, sensor values s1t, s2t and s3t, a vector with past h vanishing points hpt−1, and
current action to carry out uk and features extracted from previous image Vt−1, which
includes keypoint positions and SURF descriptions. Pseudocode of this module is
shown in Table 2.2.
Where resolutionH and resolutionV are referred to horizontal and vertical reso-
lutions of the robot camera, respectively; and openingAngleH and openingAngleV
are camera opening angles, horizontal and vertical respectively.
It is important to remark that points 3a and 4b are widely described in section
section 3.2, in tables Table 3.3 and Table 3.1, respectively.
2.5 Reward
In order to guide the learning process of the robot, the Reinforcement Learning algo-
rithm needs some kind of reward after each action taken. Therefore, it is important
to know the Aibo and goal positions every time.
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1. Vt: Detect and describe keypoints of It using SURF
2. Mt:Matching between Vt and Vt−1 using KD-Tree
3. • if(uk ==LEFT || uk ==RIGHT)
(a) Estimate mean angle MAt and module |Mt| of correspondences
(b) ext = ext−1 +
|Mt|(cos(MAt ))openingAngleH
resolutionH
(c) eyt = eyt−1 +
(|Mt|sin(MAt ))openingAngleV
resolutionV
• else
(a) Ct: Intersection points of motion vectors Mt
(b) (pxt , pyt): Estimate vanishing point from highest density region in Ct
(c) (hpt): Refresh vector of last h vanishing points with (pxt , pyt)
(d) (|hpxt |, |hpyt |): Estimate vanishing point average from (hpt)
(e) ext =
(
|hpxt | −
resolutionH
2
)
openingAngleH
resolutionH
(f) eyt =
(
|hpyt | −
resolutionV
2
)
openingAngleV
resolutionV
4. BoBWt: Compute histogram of BoVW, given keypoint descriptions Vt and
dictionary D.
5. xt =
[BoVWt, s1t, s2t, s3t]
||[BoVWt, s1t, s2t, s3t]||
Table 2.2: Vision Based Navigation at time t
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Tackling this problem introduces a solution for for Goal 3 (section 1.2): To
track the robot and goal using a zenith camera to compute the reward needed in
Reinforcement Learning. It is important to say that in any case positions will be
used directly on Reinforcement Learning module, for example to define the state.
This will only be used through computing an heuristic reward explained in later
sections.
This is one of the two parts of the work oriented to define the training envi-
ronment. If we had to learn a maze placed in other laboratory, we would have
to calibrate some settings related with illumination and height of the camera. We
assume this as a viable decision because if the camera installation is needed, cali-
bration is not an uncommon procedure. In the same way, if we had to learn a maze
with billet walls, like a flat, it would be chosen other reward mechanism, like radio
frequency or ultrasound signals.
Mentioned simplification give us the option to put artificial landmarks on the
robot’s body to track it and on the goal to locate it. It is important to remark we
do not use artificial landmarks for anything else along the work.
Reward is premium given to the trainee depending on the goodness of the cur-
rent state and the last action applied. In our case, the goodness depends on the
proximity of robot to the goal, and its relative orientation. Consequently, we do not
need to calculate global positions and orientations (x, y, ψ), we need to detect both
landmarks, calculate distance between them and compute orientation of Sony Aibo
landmark.
Requirements for this module are computational speed and robustness, therefore
we will use color landmarks. Goal landmark may be symmetric because orientation
of it is not relevant, but when tracking Sony Aibo it is needed to compute orientation,
therefore the landmark needs to be asymmetric. Moreover, as we will have camera
located always at the same height and there are not gaps on the terrain, we could fix
landmark area ranges to accelerate the tracking. In the same way, we could define
an illumination range and look for the goal only the first time, to accelerate more
the process.
2.6 Reinforcement Learning
Design of the Reinforcement Learning module is done to provide a solution to Goal
5 (section 1.2): To implement Reinforcement Learning algorithms and Goal 6:
To achieve Aibo find the exit of a T-maze, in the real world; joining all previous
described modules.
According to the Reinforcement Learning (RL) paradigm, robot should take ac-
tions within its universe, looking for maximizing some notion of cumulative reward.
RL algorithms attempt to find a policy that maps its current state to the actions
the robot should take in those states, where the world is typically formulated as a
finite-state Markov decision process (MDP).
Formally, the basic RL model, as applied to MDPs, consists of:
• set of world states X
• set of actions U
• set of scalar rewards ∈ R
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At each time t, the agent (i.e. the robot) perceives its state xt ∈ X and the
set of possible actions U(xt). It chooses an action u ∈ U(xt) and receives from the
environment the new state xt+1 and a reward rt. Based on these interactions, the
reinforcement learning agent must develop a policy pi.
In our approach, first of all, actions are limited to go forward, go backward, turn
left and turn right. Then, as is explained in section 2.3, state will be represented by
histograms resulting to apply BoVW, given a dictionary of visual words, in addition
to infrared sensor values and edge detector sensr, if needed. Finally, reward will
take heuristic values depending on distance between Sony Aibo and goal, and their
relative distance (section 2.5). In conclusion, our approach is defined by:
• set of world states x ∈ Rn, where n = dictionary size + m sensors
• set of actions u = [FORWARD = 0, BACKWARD = 1, LEFT = 2, RIGHT =
3]
• set of scalar rewards ∈ R
We will define value n, but we anticipate that a dictionary size less than 50 or
100 will not have good results. Therefore, it implies a high state space dimension-
ality, overnight to grid the state space supposing all states will be visited. In this
case, we can not address the problem using traditional RL algorithms like [16] or
[17]. We have to look for a continuous RL algorithm which supports high state di-
mensionality. We chosen algorithm described in [13] because it supports a high state
dimensionality, but we have to handle with care because this high dimensionality is
five times less than our dimensionality.
Chosen algorithm is Natural Actor-Critic Algorithm, shown in Table 2.3.
Finally, we have to define our world. As we are taking a risky choice with RL
algorithm, we will not use an extremely complicated maze. We will start with T-
maze, a well known maze in literature, typically used at first stages young algorithms
or approaches.
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1. Initialization: (# data points seen t = 0)
Select the initial parameters θ0 of policy pi(ut|xt) = p(ut|xt, θt)
Set initial estimation parameters
A0 = 0, b0 = z0 = 0
2. Update gradient estimate: Given a new data point (xt, ut, rt+1, xt+1)
Γt = [φ(xt+1)
T , 0T ]T
Φt = [φ(xt)
T ,∇θ log pi(uk|xt)T ]T
zt+1 = λzt + Φt
At+1 = At + zt+1(Φt − γΓt)T
bt+1 = bt + zt+1rt+1
[wTt+1, v
T
t+1]
T = A−1t+1bt+1
3. Parameters updates: Upon a new gradient estimate wt+1
if ](wt+1, wt) ≤  then
Update policy parameters:
θt+1 = θt + αwt+1
Reset gradient estimator:
At+1 = 0
bt+1 = zt+1 = 0
else θt+1 = θt
Table 2.3: Natural Actor-Critic Algorithm
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Chapter 3
Technical development
Along this work, a multidisciplinary system is implemented with the main objective
to give a solution to goals presented in section 1.2. In this chapter implemented
system is presented, described in five sections. One for each module: Working
environment, Vision Based navigation, State definition, Reward and Reinforcement
Learning. Here is described implementation resulting from design described in chap-
ter 2.
3.1 Working environment
Given system design described in chapter 2 and being aware of the starting point
(section 1.2): “Nothing done”, we only have a Sony Aibo, a computer and a camera
to use it as zenith camera, complete working environment is needed to implement
all proposed algorithms. In general terms, our system (shown in Figure 3.1) is
composed by two parts: a computer suite with all functionalities implemented during
the work, and robot behavior, which allow us to perceive the world and act on it,
through wireless communication.
Figure 3.1: Working environment architecture
On the one hand, Computer suite packs almost all the implementation, includ-
ing all computational expensive parts: Computer Vision functions, Reinforcement
Learning algorithms and navigation remote control. Moreover, it is implemented a
complete environment to train Reinforcement Learning algorithms, with persistence
functions needed to recover data if errors occur, and restart experiment from that
point.
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In order to save resources, Computer suite does not have Graphic User Interface.
Interaction to user is made via command line, with option to see camera output and
image processing results, using OpenCV libraries.
Computer suite is composed by:
• libExtendedOpenCV.cpp: Computer vision functionalities.
• libNavigation.cpp: Vision Based navigation reasonings.
• libState.cpp: State definition methods and dictionary lecture.
• libReward.cpp: Goal and robot tracking functions.
• aiboManagement.c: It includes previous libraries and it manages all re-
sources: threads, cameras and communication with Aibo.
• rlActions.c: It includes aiboManagement and packs all functionalities in
blocks used by mainRL, like “turn 90o left”.
• actorCritic.c: It includes rlActions and implements Reinforcement Learn-
ing algorithms.
• libLogIO.cpp: Data logger input and output methods.
• mainRL.c: It includes actorCritic and libLogIO, and it conforms a suite
to train and test Reinforcement Learning algorithms. It provides following
functionalities, shown in Figure 3.2:
– Initialize/Stop the system
– Get/set system settings
– Start experiment
– Continue experiment, using data logger
• main.c: It includes rlActions and it is used to test the system because it
includes all functionalities implemented along the work. It provides several
functions shown in Figure 3.2, the most important of them are:
– Start/stop receive images
– Get/set system settings
– Open loop walking
– Close loop walking
– Stop walking
– Open loop turn
– Close loop turn
– Relative/absolute head movement
On the other hand, robot behavior includes all reactive operations, like anti-
collision layer, and active-perceptive functionalities: it is able to communicate with
Computer suite to send images from camera and sensor lectures, and it applies
computer orders related with walking, head movement and configure settings.
In following subsections OpenCV, Tekkotsu and Communications are described
critic points and details only related with working environment. Other information
more related with algorithms implementation will be explained in later sections of
this chapter.
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Figure 3.2: Computer suite. From left to right: PC suite provided by main.c and
PC suite provided by mainRL.s
3.1.1 OpenCV
OpenCV1 is chosen from among all computer vision libraries because it is a very
efficient and complete library implemented in different languages (C++ included),
and available for multiple platforms. Moreover, OpenCV gives support for matrix
operations, and it would be useful for Reinforcement Learning implementation.
Obviously, this selection influenced in several Computer Vision decisions along
the work. The most important one is decision between the use of SIFT [6] or
SURF [7] descriptors. SURF is more robust than SIFT on illumination changes and
SIFT wins on orientation robustness [8]; moreover, SURF may be faster than SIFT,
because SIFT describes keypoints with 128 bytes histograms, and using SURF it is
possible to choose between 128 bytes and 64 bytes histograms with a fast discrete
derivative formulation. Thus, we used the SURF methodology in our system.
3.1.2 Tekkotsu
Tekkotsu2 is an open source framework supporting software development for a vari-
ety of robotic platforms. It uses an object-oriented and event-passing architecture
and, because it is written in industry-standard C++, there are no new languages to
learn, and there is no sharp distinction between “high-level” and “low-level”.
However, Tekkotsu suffers important limitations. It separates completely Aibo
programming (named Behaviors) and computer programming and it is thought to
implement full algorithms on robot part, leaving to computer part predefined func-
tionalities and text messages sending.
In this way, Tekkotsu provides some interesting services including visual process-
1http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/
2http://www.tekkotsu.org/
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ing, localization, forward and inverse kinematics solvers or real-time motion control;
but they are very limited to robot processor.
Therefore, a computer suite is needed to communicate computer to robot behav-
ior. Implementation problems emerged at this point because full suite is needed to
implement, without C++ examples from Tekkotsu.
To implement this part, [18] is followed and result is shown in Figure 3.1. How-
ever, images are not used in [18] and it is mandatory for our approach. It was a
difficult part because was needed to understand Tekkotsu image management and
protocol used for images sending.
Each time an image is captured by Sony Aibo camera, Tekkotsu receives and
event, it converts the image to signed char array and it launches another event.
This new event reports that there are a new image available and it have attached
the pointer to the image. Our behavior catches this event and it sends the image to
computer.
Communication time is saved sending grayscale image despite of three-channel
color images. It is done because images are described using SURF and this method
does not use color information, it works on grayscale images.
3.1.3 Communications
Communication between computer suite and robot behavior is made using two sock-
ets. One for images and other for the rest of messages.
Sometimes image parts where lost during communication. From this point, sys-
tem had problems with image creation and it showed images in a criss-crossed way.
Therefore, TCP protocol is chosen, and an image is not used in computer while
all packets which form this image are not received. This is the “protocol” used for
image sending.
In fact, image socket is used to send sensors information, but it does not modify
anything explained, because sensor values are included in the last line of the image,
which is a signed char array. In this way, at each sampling time, computer disposes
of coherent images and sensor values at the expense of loose one pixel of vertical
image resolution. Sensor information sent is referred to pan value, two infrared
sensors and chest edge detector sensor.
The other socket is used for the rest of the communication. Then a protocol is
needed. At first stages of implementation, [18] protocol was used: send messages
decomposed on header and body. At the communication starting, from computer to
robot, header is sent to notify the message body type that will be sent immediately
afterwards. In the inverse sense it is not necessary any protocol because robot acts
as a server, i.e. only sends information on demand, and computer is prepared to
parse the message received.
Internally, robot behavior is waiting for a header. When it is received, behavior
starts waiting for the body and, when it is received, robot answers the message or
it carries out an action. When action is finished, robot waits for another header.
Problem appears when messages are sent to robot while it is carrying out an action.
If robot receives messages while it is not waiting for the header, all this data is
accumulated on the buffer. Then, when robot finishes the action and reads the
buffer, it only understands the first header and the rest of the buffer is lost. Finally,
Aibo starts waiting for a body which may be sent yet, and errors could appear.
Therefore, protocol is improved with “understanding signal”. In our implemen-
tation, robot behavior replies with “1” if header is read and understood, or it sends
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“0” otherwise. In this way, all messages are read. It seems that it would slow
down navigation controls, but it is not. Because control signal is not computed
until understanding signal is received. In this way, using original protocol, robot
could receive: 4,3,1,. . . The communication slowdown implies less messages, but it
not implies less information, e.g. robot could receive: 7,1,. . .
It is important to point that communication is done via wireless between router
and Sony Aibo, but communication between computer and router is wheeled, be-
cause this structure allows a faster data transmission than two wireless connections.
3.2 Vision Based navigation
Implementation of Vision Based navigation module is closely related with design
described in section 2.2. In fact, in this section are detailed design parts related
with matchings of keypoints between consecutive images, with subprocesses packed
in Vanishing Point and Steering angle detection, and parts related with uses of these
detections to control the navigation.
Before start detailing implemented parts, it is needed to point that all corre-
spondences between consecutive images keypoints are made using KD-TRee. It is
done because of the comparison between this option and exhaustive search, which
achieves a slightly better results, but spending much more time. Experiments which
led to this conclusion are detailed in section 4.1.
3.2.1 Forward
As is explained along the design, Vision Based navigation used to go forward is
composed by two parts: the control and the Vision Based module to calculate
the error signal needed to control the navigation. Error signal is computed using
Vanishing Point.
Vanishing point
Process implemented to compute the Vanishing Point is shown in Figure 3.3 and
is described in Table 3.1, included in global Vision Based module described in Ta-
ble 2.2. Given current action to carry out uk ∈ [FORWARD,BACKWARD], sets
of features extracted from previous and current images Vt−1 and Vt, which include
keypoint positions and SURF descriptions, and given matchings between them Mt,
found by descriptor similarity; algorithm described below computes Vanishing Point
(pxt , pyt).
Sense of Motion Vectors, determined by base points, is important because it
decides in which sense of the vector will be searched intersections. It simple reasoning
halved computational of looking for intersections. To extend which is explained in
the code, point 4 consists on clustering intersections Ct, lowering the precision from
R to p.
Navigation control
Implemented system seems ideal for wheeled robots, but in legged robots, frequent
variation of camera position forces to improve the system. It is supposed that
better approach is to calculate the vanishing point and modify its value due to
joints position of the robot. In this work it is done a more simple approach, which
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Figure 3.3: Vanishing Point refinement. Elements: Motion vectors (white), inter-
sections (green) and vanishing point (red). From top to bottom: Correspondences
depending on keypoint description and different hypothesis; Five hypothesis with
correspondences depending on vanishing point; selected vanishing point with the
highest confidence
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1. if (uk ==FORWARD)
• Nt: Motion vectors computed using correspondences Mt and base points
from Vt.
2. else
• Nt: Motion vectors computed using correspondences Mt and base points
from Vt−1.
3. Ct: Intersection points of motion vectors Nt
4. Cct : Coarse intersection points from Ct with precision p
5. Ft: Confidence of each cluster formed in C
c
t , where fit =
#points
#size(Nt)
6. nHypothesis: Number of enough reliable clusters. Ft is ranked from highest
to lowest. Then it is looked for a difference in confidence greater than f s
percentage, between fit and fit+1
7. pHypothesis: Set of Vanishing Point for each hypothesis, computed as a CoM
of points linked to the correspondent cluster.
8. • if(nHypothesis > maxHypothesis)
– It is not computed (pxt , pyt), because there are an uniform distribu-
tion of intersections.
• else
– maxConfidence = 0
– for(i = 0; i < nHypothesis; i+ +)
(a) Mt:Matching between Vt and Vt−1, looking for correspon-
dences directed to pHypothesis[i], given a window defined by
maxDistance
(b) nHypothesis2, pHypothesis2: Repeat from 3 to 7
(c) conf : Confidence of pHypothesis2[0]
(d) if(conf < maxConfidence)
∗ (pxt , pyt) = pHypothesis2[0]
Table 3.1: Vanishing Point refinement
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makes the system enough robust to achieve the objectives: control forward works
correctly. Our simple approach is to average the past h vanishing points saved in hpt,
where h is a multiple of images taken during one step. It gives a smoothing vanishing
point which is used to compute the error. Figure 3.4 shows current vanishing point
in red and averaged vanishing point in blue. In fact, for forward control it is only
used error in x axis ex, which represents walking deviation at time t.
Figure 3.4: Result of Vanishing Point module. Red point represents current vanish-
ing point and blue point is the averaged one
Error resulting from calculation described above is stored in a global variable
and, other thread reads this values and computes the control signal. This thread is
named control thread and it executes code shown in Table 3.2.
Given max forward and turn velocity, vdxMAX and vdaMAX respectively, a
factor of control action k0 and error signal ex. Control algorithm described below
computes control signals to be sent to the robot. Control signals are frontal velocity
dx and turn velocity da.
• if(new error ex is ready)
1. eNx =
ex
90
: Normalize error
2. da = vdaMAXk0e
N
x : High turn velocity for higher errors.
3. dx = V dxMAXk0(1− abs(eNx )): Low forward velocity for lower errors.
• else
– sleep for a while
Table 3.2: Control thread for forward navigation
Here is not included anti-collision layer because it is implemented inside Sony
Aibo. Robt has the right to veto a control order if ti implies a collision.
3.2.2 Turn
Vision Based turn is composed by two parts: the control and the Vision Based
module to calculate the error signal needed to control the navigation. In this module,
error signal is computed using Steering angle.
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Steering angle
Process implemented to compute the Steering angle included in global Vision Based
module described in Table 2.2 and is detailed in Table 3.3 and is shown in Figure 3.5.
Given sets of features extracted from previous and current images Vt−1 and Vt, which
include keypoint positions and SURF descriptions, and given matchings between
them Mt, found by descriptor similarity; algorithm described below computes mean
angle MAt and module |Mt| of correspondences, used to compute Steering angle.
Figure 3.5: Steering angle refinement. Elements: Motion vectors (white), mean
motion vector (blue arrow). From left to right: Correspondences depending on
keypoint description and correspondences depending on most frequent angle
Navigation control
To perform this control, during all the turn, Sony Aibo does tries, to continue
watching the same image, avoiding image modifications. E.g. If robot detects image
is displacing to right, it will move the head to right to compensate this distortion
and continue seeing the same image. It is done acting on neck joints: pan and tilt.
Orders for pan, depending on ex, try to avoid horizontal image modifications, and
orders applied to tilt are focussed to compensate vertical modifications, using ey.
Error resulting from calculation described above is stored in a global variable
and, other thread reads this values and computes the control signal. This thread is
named control thread and it executes code shown in Table 3.4.
Turn control process is widely explained in subsection 2.2.2 and is shown in
Figure 2.7. It is formed by three parts:
1. To turn the head in an specific angle
2. Start turning the body in the direction the head is pointing, while robot keeps
its head still.
3. Turn is completed when head and body are aligned
Given ex and ey, max turn velocity vdaMAX, and a factor of control action k0.
Control algorithm described below computes control signals to be sent to the robot.
Control signals are pan angle ap, tilt angle at and turn velocity da.
Navigation system is made in a generic way, therefore it is possible to turn
any angle. It is fixed to 90o left and 90o right only for Reinforcement Learning
restrictions. To have continuous actions (at each state decide to turn angles from 0
to 359) would generate a large ramification problem.
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1. Nt: Motion vectors computed using correspondences Mt and base points from
Vt−1.
2. Ot: Angles of motion vectors Nt
3. Oct : Coarse angles from Ot with precision q
4. ot: The most repeated angle.
5. confidencet: Confidence of ot. confidencet =
#repetitions
#size(Ot)
6. • if(confidencey < minConfidence)
– It is not computed mean angle MAt , neither module |Mt|, because
there are not a dominant angle.
• else
(a) Mt: Matching between Vt and Vt−1, looking for correspondences with
angle similar to ot, given a window defined by maxDistance. Simi-
larity is defined by q.
(b) Nt: Motion vectors computed using correspondences Mt and base
points from Vt−1.
(c) Ot: Angles of motion vectors Nt
(d) MAt : Mean angle |Ot|
(e) |Mt|: Module of correspondences
Table 3.3: Steering angle refinement
• if(new error ex is ready)
1. ap = ap+ ex
2. at = at+ ey
3. eNx =
ex
90
: Normalize error
4. ex = 0
5. ey = 0
6. da = vdaMAXk0e
N
x : High turn velocity for higher errors.
• else
– sleep for a while
Table 3.4: Control thread for turn navigation
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3.3 State definition
The chosen state definition is X ∈ R53, represented as a normalized vector composed
by 50 histogram length, 2 infrared sensors and 1 edge detector sensor. BoVW3
histogram is filled by occurrences of each dictionary word, and sensor values are
between its own ranges. To normalize the vector without bias the state to histogram
or to sensors, before normalization, all values are represented between interval [0, 1],
given its own ranges, to get a [0, 1] value from a sensor. To convert to [0, 1] values,
an occurrences vector which fields are in the interval [0, n], where n = occurrences
of the most frequent “word” in the “document”, it is needed to divide all the vector
by n. In fact, it is the same to compute tf, widely explained in section 2.3.
To test the correct performance of this state representation, it was implemented
a system which, given a query image, it retrieves the most similar images from a
database and their similarity value. Experiments for this part are widely explained
in section 4.6, and results for 50 length are shown in Table 4.8.
Regarding the dictionary, it is built using 67 images from our maze which gen-
erated 21’235 SURF features, using 128 descriptor size. Process followed to create
the dictionary, and use it to build histograms is described below, related to the file
where code is implemented:
• printFeatures.cpp: It reads images from a folder, it extracts SURF features
and prints them in a text file: features.txt
• clusterFeatures.m: It reads features.txt and it clusters them using k-means,
after asking for the number of clusters. Then, it creates a dictionary file which
contains, for each cluster: centroid, standard deviation and distance to most
separated element.
• libState.cpp: When system starts, it reads the dictionary and it creates a
KD-Tree with clusters. Then, for each image received from Sony Aibo camera,
it extracts SURF features (with the same descriptor size than used for cluster-
ing). Finally, it builds the histogram: for each image feature, it looks for the
nearest centroid on KD-Tree and, if distance is less than distance to the most
separated element, it is considered a “word” and corresponding vector field is
increased.
3.4 Reward
In this section we describe how we compute the reward: robot distance to the goal
and relative Sony Aibo orientation, depending of the goal. We describe goal detection
and robot tracking.
This is the only module of our implementation where artificial landmarks, shown
in Figure 3.6, are used. Filter by color is decided. Furthermore, colors election is
not arbitrary, different colors to the rest of scene colors are chosen. Moreover, it is
necessary to compute Sony Aibo orientation, therefore red color is placed on robot’s
bottom and blue color near the head. This placement is not reversible because
robot’s head is blue and change the order would generate orientation problems.
The implemented process to filter colors is composed by four stages, shown in
Figure 3.8. First of all, color space is transformed from RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
3Vocabulary and theoretical foundations are in section 2.3
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Figure 3.6: Artificial landmarks. From left to right: goal landmark and Sony Aibo
landmark
to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value)4 because of HSV is more robust to illumination
changes than RGB. In later steps color will be filtered depending on Hue layer,
the color tone, but it is not always reliable, we can not trust pixel Hue color if
“real” color is near to white or gray, or if pixel is in a dark area of the image.
Therefore, second stage consists of choosing important pixels, i.e. deciding in which
pixels color is reliable. It is done depending on other HSV layers (Figure 3.7): if
Value component is too low color is considered black, and if Saturation value is
too low color is treated as white or gray. In both options, color is considered not
reliable and pixel is ignored. The rest of pixels form importance image. Finally,
image is prepared to be filtered by color: given importance image and minimum
and maximum thresholds for each color to identify (red and blue), double threshold
segmentation is done for each color.
Figure 3.7: HSV color space cone. Extracted from wikipedia
At this point, red image and blue image are achieved, both are black and white
images where with “1” on red or blue areas, respectively and “0” otherwise. The
next stage is done for both images and it consist on label them. Output of this
process will be images where each blob of “1” is substituted for “l” blobs, where
label number l ∈ [1, n] and n = number of regions of the image. This function
was implemented because its output was easy treatable for the next stage: retrieve
regions information. This step is the same for red image and blue image, and it
consists on get number of pixels and Center of Mass of each region. The output of
this stage are areas and centroids vectors. In fact images are not used from here,
except to show results in a human-readable way.
4http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modelo_de_color_HSV
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Figure 3.8: Color filtering process. From top to bottom and from left to right:
original image, importance image (RGB color space), and red and blue segmented
images
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Environment for this module could be considered an “industrial environment”:
Camera heigh is static, illumination ranges are fixed and there are not terrain vari-
ations; therefore, marker color parts always will have similar areas and distance
between them always will be much the same. Consequently, next stages will consist
on filter by area and filter by distance. First of all, all labels are removed or classi-
fied in four vectors, depending on their area: red robot labels, blue robot labels, red
goal labels and blue goal labels. These vectors will include “real” goal and robot
labels, and some false positives which need to be ruled. To discard area filter false
positives, distance filter is used: only spend the purge labels which have a couple at
a distance in fixed range, different for Aibo and goal marks. To track robot marker,
couple is found between different color labels, but to find goal landmark, are looked
for couples in two ways, different color pairs and same color pairs; goal is composed
by labels that match in both selections and form a polygon similar to a square.
The process described is enough to find goal and Sony Aibo on our environment.
Result is shown in Figure 3.10. However, it is implemented an error protection
module. Training zone is paced in the middle of the laboratory, and usually people
walk between maze and window, blocking part of the light. Each time robot is
detected, this position is saved. And, if robot is not found in posterior images, the
biggest red and blue area near the last known robot position are used as robot mark.
This simple anti-error layer solves occlusion problems and area differences due to
light variations. Moreover, if there are not red or blue areas near the last robot
position, it is used the last known position. Of course this is only used during a
short time, while a variable which computes uncertainly is increasing its value; when
it exceeds a threshold it is considered the robot is not in the image and a warning
is shown (Figure 3.9).
Figure 3.9: Resulting image when robot is not found
Anti-error layer described above is only applied to robot tracking, it is due be-
cause goal is only found the first time, to save resources. At the following steps,
same goal position is used. Other saving method is used: to apply all reasoning
explained in this section, only on a region near the last known position, shown as a
red square in Figure 3.10.
In Figure 3.10 there are represented goal and robot positions (red crosses), dis-
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Figure 3.10: Resulting image of tracking process
tance between them (blue line), region of interest (ROI) around the last known robot
position (red square) and Sony Aibo orientation (yellow arrow). Relative orienta-
tion used to compute the reward is the angle ϕ between blue line and yellow arrow,
where ϕ ∈ [0, 180].
It is important to point that image suffers a perspective distortion, but it was
considered not enough severe to correct this distortion, with subsequent computa-
tional time increasing.
3.5 Reinforcement Learning
According to algorithm described in section 2.6, first of all, a Policy pi is needed,
depending on the state xt and the action uk. As it is possible to appreciate by
subscripts, states are treated like continuous variables and actions like discrete ones.
Therefore, our policy (Equation 3.1) will be the function shown in Figure 3.11,
continuous during x axis but discontinuous along u axis.
uk+1 ∼ piθ(uk+1|uk, xt) =

d∑
i=1
θ0iG(−‖x− x(i)‖) if uk = 0
d∑
i=1
θ1iG(−‖x− x(i)‖) if uk = 1
d∑
i=1
θ2iG(−‖x− x(i)‖) if uk = 2
d∑
i=1
θ3iG(−‖x− x(i)‖) if uk = 3
(3.1)
Where action u = [FORWARD = 0, BACKWARD = 1, LEFT = 2, RIGHT =
3], parameters θ = [θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3]
T and state x ∈ R53.
Moreover, Gaussian Kernel G(−‖x−x(i)‖) = e
−‖x− x(i)‖2
σ(i) and x(i) and σ(i) are
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parameters of Basis Function φi.
Figure 3.11: Discrete policy function
Another policy function studied was a completely continuous function, with the
same structure that policy finally chosen. During all computation it would be treated
like a continuous function, and it would be discretized at the end, to decide the action
to apply. This alternative was discarded because it was considered that discretize
at the end instead of the beginning will introduce some problems: computational
complexity and typical discretization dilemmas:
• The order of actions representation become important.
• Transition areas between actions increase uncertainly.
Figure 3.12: Continuous policy function
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The second step is the Basis Functions (φ) definition. For each action uk, d
Gaussian functions are chosen. As there is no precedent with discrete u, there are
not reasons to think that different d for each uk will improve the result. Therefore,
the same number of Gaussian functions for all actions is used.
About Gaussian functions parameters, it is followed the same idea repeated in
previous sections: we are trying to make an exportable system, therefore we will
try to tune the minimum possible number parameters, depending of the maze, i.e.
random x(i) are used. As θi multiplies G(−‖x − x(i)‖), it is decided to fix σ and
scale the kernel only using θi.
xt is normalized and xt = [xt1 , xt2 , · · · , xtd ], where xt1 , xt2 , · · · , xtd ∈ [0, 1].
Therefore, max(‖x − x(i)‖2) = √2 and σ value must be chosen to include 0.75%
of the Gaussian function information: σ = 0.75
√
2 = 1.06.
Same means x(i) for all actions uk are used because all the power of learning rests
on the parameters θ.
The use of Basis Functions reduce problem dimensionality from R53 to d, because
distances are used instead of complete states. Distances to what? Distances between
states x and x(i). Therefore, a possible interpretation is that x(i) are points in the
maze and θi represent their influence area. Consequently, understanding the learned
route as a graph, where edges represent a continuous application of a concrete action
and vertex represent action changes; optimum d would be the number of edges, and
edges length would be related with affectation produced by θi. In this way, a possible
random initialization of x(i) would be a homogeneous dispersion of points along the
maze. Hopefully it is not making many laps to continue using a representation of
the world using a grid.
Following the requirements of the algorithm exposed in section 2.6 next step is
to define how to evaluate a state x on a basis function φi: compute Gaussian
Kernel e
−‖x− x(i)‖2
σ(i) , where φi is defined by x
(i) and σ(i).
Finally, the only missing tool is the Policy Gradient ∇θ log pi(u|x) :
∇θ log pi(uk|xt) =
(
∂ log pi(uk|xt)
∂θ1
, . . . ,
∂ log pi(uk|xt)
∂θd
)
(3.2)
Where:
∂ log pi(uk|xt)
∂θd
= 0 + log
e−‖x− x
(i)‖2
σ(i)
 = −‖x− x(i)‖2
σ(i)
(3.3)
Therefore:
∇θ log pi(uk|xt) =
[−‖x− x(i)‖2
σ(i)
, . . . ,
−‖x− x(i)‖2
σ(i)
]T
(3.4)
Once algorithm is implemented, system disposes of a tool to modify parameters
θ depending on its experience. But, given a state xt, which action uk+1 is chosen? It
is needed to evaluate the policy in an stochastic way. In other words, it is calculated
the probability to choose each uk, i.e. policy values are computed for different
uk; then, random action is selected with a distribution proportional to the given
probabilities.
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Chapter 4
Experimental and Theoretical
results
Experiments are made in an indoor environment using a Sony Aibo ERS-7 on a 2.5m
x 3.4m artificial grass plot. It is used a zenith camera at a heigh of 2.7m, centred on
the workspace. Zenith camera resolution is limited to 480x360 and robot camera to
208x159. Computer uses a quad core a 2,2 Ghz processor and it has 4GB of memory,
and operating system is Ubuntu 10.4 32bits. OpenCV is used as a Computer vision
library and for matrix operations.
KD-Tree used is CvFeatureTree visiting 250 leaves and looking for the nearest
5 neighbors, and using 50x50 bounding box in refinement. SURF extraction and
description is done wit OpenCV function
SURF(double _hessianThreshold, int _nOctaves=4,
int _nOctaveLayers=2, bool _extended=false);
where hessianThreshold = 0 and extended is set to true. It forces descriptor size
to 128. For BoVW, it is forced dictionary length to 200, 100, 50 and 25, and it is
not used tf-idf in images retrieval.
Parameters for matching, related to Visual Based module, are: p = 40, q = 0.25,
f s = 0.8, maxHypothesis = 8, maxDistance = 50. Parameters related to Aibo
tracking are: ROIwidth = 120 and ROIheight = 120. Finally, Reinforcement
learning fixed parameters are maxExperiments = 20 and maxIterations = 100;
and parameters to configure are:
• Configuration 1: λ = 0.2, γ = 0.99, α = 0.1,  = pi
180
• Configuration 2: λ = 0.1, γ = 0.99, α = 0.2,  = pi
180
• Configuration 3: λ = 0.1, γ = 0.8, α = 0.3,  = pi
180
Decision between exhaustive search and KD-Tree is justified in section 4.1, where
are compared both methods in terms of an average of matching percentages and
computational time spent. Where percentage of matchings is de relation between
correspondences found, and total features of the image which has less features, given
to consecutive images.
To decide or not to use State Definition proposed in section 2.3 it is necessary to
perform image retrieval experiments, counting successful image retrieved from first
output to the fourth first retrieved images. Using different dictionary length. Image
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is repeated for four dictionary length, using 25 query images to retrieve images from
a database of 200 images.
To decide between the use of Region Of Interest (ROI) while tracking the robot,
it is averaged the time spent on find the Sony Aibo marker, in both executions,
compared with percentage so successful detections.
Reinforcement Learning test consists on start the experiment 10 times for each
configuration of parameters. If robot reaches the goal three in three consecutive
experiments, it is considered robot learned the path; If never reaches the goal,
is is incremented “spends all the time” and if five consecutive experiments finish
because robot leaves workspace, the execution is stopped and is incremented the
correspondent counter.
Experiments for turn control and forward control are very similar. They consist
on observe if robot turns the desired angle and go forward, following an imaginary
line, respectively. It is done several times and summarized in Table 4.5 and Table 4.3.
However, there are a difference to validate matching algorithms while turning and
when there are a frontal displacement. In both cases it is computed the same
confidence value used to validate correspondences (section 4.1): relation between
correspondences found, and total features of the image which has less features,
given to consecutive images. However, it is possible to use other validation process
for forward matching: if vanishing point is correct, is because correspondences are
correct; therefore, it is compared our results with [9] results, where images are
completely described using SIFT, giving spectacular results of correspondences.
4.1 Correspondences
Results are shown in Table 4.1
Method time average correspondences
Exhaustive search 120.006ms 62.1%
KD-TRee 36.535ms 59.4%
Table 4.1: Comparison between correspondence methods
4.2 Forward matching
Results are shown in Table 4.2, and example of SIFT flow concordance is shown in
Figure 4.1.
# images average correspondences # SIFT flow concordances
80 59.8% 73 (91.2%)
Table 4.2: Matching results while go forward
4.3 Forward Control
Results are shown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between Vanishing Point and SIFT flow with inverted image
order. At left, Vanishing Point refinement. At right, SIFT flow
# experiments correct left deviation right deviation
50 43 (86.0%) 5 1
Table 4.3: Forward control results
4.4 Turn matching
Results are shown in Table 4.4.
# images average correspondences
125 85.7%
Table 4.4: Matching results while go turning
4.5 Turn control
Results are shown in Table 4.5.
4.6 Image retrieval
Results are shown in Table 4.5
Best results are achieved using a dictionary of 200 words (Table 4.7), but results
with 50 (Table 4.8) words are also satisfactory. Similarity value is referred to cosine
similarity between query histogram and respective outputs.
4.7 Robot tracking
Results are shown in Table 4.9
4.8 Reinforcement Learning
Results are shown in Table 4.10
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Turn angle # experiments correct understeer oversteer
-90o 20 14 (70%) 1 5
-45o 20 19 (95%) 0 1
-20o 20 18 (90%) 0 2
20o 20 19 (95%) 0 1
45o 20 17 (85%) 1 2
90o 20 16 (80%) 0 4
Table 4.5: Turn control results
Dictionary length First output 2 first outputs 3 first outputs 4 first outputs
25 18 14 7 2
50 23 20 17 8
100 23 22 17 9
200 25 23 20 11
Table 4.6: Successful outputs for different dictionary lengths
4.9 Discussion
In general terms, it have achieved good results from experiments described in previ-
ous sections. In a more concrete way, results obtained from Reinforcement Learning
experiment are not enough to consider solved Goal 6: To achieve Aibo find the exit
of a T-maze in the real world. But it seems that results are sensible to parameters
modification and its behavior changes along the experiment. Therefore, this result
is not enough but is promising; it is expected that results will improve, configuring
learning parameters.
About robot tracking, using Region Of interest (ROI) better results are achieved
and with huge time reduction. Algorithm which uses ROI is faster and more ro-
bust than the other one. Time reduction is obvious because smaller images are
treated, and trust increasing is due to anti-errors layer included in this algorithm
and explained in section 3.4.
Image retrieval experiments returns very good results for state definition. Image
retrieval system works correctly and retrieves all hoped images using a dictionary of
200 words. But the really good result is that it is possible to use a state definition
of 50 words which retrieves an acceptable output. Results for 25 words are not
enough to be considered a reliable state representation. In fact, images retrieved are
better for 200 than for 50 words, but similarity distance is more informative using
50 words.
Correspondences experiment, used to decide between exhaustive search and KD-
Tree search, gives a poor correspondences values. It is due to how the value is
computed: relation between correspondences found and total features of the image
which has less features. Therefore, it can not be used as a global measure to eval-
uate the method because it depends on the images, but it can be used to compare
both methods, as a relative measure. Moreover, value is poor because is referred
to correspondences only depending on feature description, i.e. it is not refined.
Consequently, given similar correspondence values before the refinement and a huge
difference of time, it is chosen the KD-Tree search.
Result of forward correspondences experiment, suffers the same problem with
average correspondences, therefore is compared with SIFTflow. Results show a high
concordance percentage (91.2%), which implies that correspondences of all that
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Query Output 1 Output 2 Output 3 Output 4
0.884 0.843 0.818 0.808
0.906 0.773 0.655 0.645
0.831 0.799 0.798 0.776
0.806 0.654 0.653 0.641
0.675 0.654 0.653 0.650
0.698 0.695 0.662 0.661
0.665 0.644 0.631 0.616
Table 4.7: Image Retrieval using BoVW for a 200 words’ dictionary
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Query Output 1 Output 2 Output 3 Output 4
0.945 0.926 0.911 0.879
0.952 0.896 0.882 0.879
0.940 0.928 0.920 0.901
0.925 0.896 0.880 0.871
0.868 0.860 0.844 0.840
0.851 0.846 0.843 0.838
0.885 0.859 0.847 0.837
Table 4.8: Image Retrieval using BoVW for a 50 words’ dictionary
Method time average successful detections
ROI 54.108ms 98.5%
without ROI 152.821ms 88.7%
Table 4.9: Comparison between Aibo tracking methods
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configuration # executions Goal Spends all the time leaves workspace
1 10 1 (10%) 9 0
2 10 0 (0%) 3 7
3 10 1 (10%) 7 2
Table 4.10: Reinforcement Learning results
images are correct. However, average of correspondences is below 60%. This in not
contradictory. It says that these 60% of correspondences accumulate most of the
information of vanishing point. And it also says that our system have similar results
to SIFT flow for its particular case.
However, in turn matching experiments, average correspondences value is higher
to averages explained before. This is because consecutive images resulting of a turn
are similar than consecutive images resulting of a forward step. And, as is said
before, this measure depends on the images. Moreover, it is obtained an average of
85.7%. It says that a 85.7% of correspondences of one of two consecutive images are
matched with features from the other image.
Turn control results are very satisfactory. These experiments show a control
which performs a correct turn, near to the 85.83% of times. However, it works better
on short turns that in long turns, when sometimes it happens an over rotation.
Finally, forward control result says that it works correctly in a 85.7% of times,
and its more usual error is to go left. These experiments show a functional Vision
Based navigation system which performs correctly the desired objectives.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a general approach to solve the route planning problem in robot navi-
gation, taking a global vision of the methods currently used in SLAM, Path Finding,
Reinforcement Learning, and various issues of Computer Vision.
We also analyzed the complexity of starting a work from Scratch and the possible
problems of working in real environments. These problems are not only related to the
implementation of the algorithms but also from the use of real robots and wireless
communications.
Following the goals defined at the first chapter, a complete working environment
was developed, used to control the robot in a remote way and to implement Rein-
forcement Learning and Computer Vision algorithms. Moreover, this thesis gives a
new approach for navigation control of mobile robots. Designed Vision-based navi-
gation works really well on Sony Aibo, and we hope that it could work even better
on wheeled robots. The proposed system only uses the robot camera to achieve a
controlled loop to go forward and other one to turn a desired angle. In addition,
the robot uses proximity infrared sensors in order to avoid obstacles.
In fact, sensors used in anti-collision layer (two infrared sensors) and edge de-
tector sensor are the only considered ones. State representation is obtained using
these sensors and a 50 length histogram resulting from Bag of Visual Words repre-
sentation. Furthermore, zenith camera was used to compute the reward needed by
the Reinforcement Learning algorithm.
Finally, Reinforcement Learning algorithms able to work with high dimensional-
ity data were implemented and tested.
The results show that the robot looks for the goal, producing behavior changes
based on experience, but without finding the optimal route that reaches the goal.
However, it seems a reasonable useful approach despite of the needing of a better
configuration for learning optimal parameters in order to achieve the desired results.
From the validation of the proposed methodology in real uncontrolled environ-
ments we found different issues that could be addressed in a future work:
• As it is said before, it is needed to improve Reinforcement Learning part,
looking for a better learning parameters. In addition, it would be interesting
to test the system outside the laboratory. Pictures of the maze walls are taken
from a real place and the question is obvious: If Sony Aibo learns the route on
the maze placed in the laboratory ¿Will the robot reach the goal in the real
place?
• Implemented robot tracking is enough robust to perform experiments for this
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work, but it would be desirable a strong research on colors spaces like CIE-
LAB1, to improve color filtering robustness in future applications.
Vision Based navigation results are really satisfactory, but it would be interesting
to study other research lines:
• The use of averaged vanishing point is a useful and a generic solution, perfect
for an easy-exportable system like our approach. But for legged robots, it is
possible to design a specific improvement. Vanishing point is distorted by robot
movement, defined by position of joints. Therefore, using joints information,
it could be possible to undo mentioned distortion, to achieve a more reliable
vanishing point.
• It would be also interesting to test our Control Navigation in a wheeled robot in
order to analyze the scalability and adaptability requirements of our approach.
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lab_color_space
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